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	If you’re new to C# programming, this book is the ideal way to get started. Respected author Adam Freeman guides you through the C# language by carefully building up your knowledge from fundamental concepts to advanced features.

	

	The book gradually builds up your knowledge, using the concepts you have already grasped to support those that come next. You will explore all the core areas of the C# language and the .NET Framework on which it runs. Particular attention is paid to the creation of Web and Windows applications and data access—danger zones where novice programmers often go awry in their early coding attempts.

	

	Introducing Visual C# 2010 is a comprehensive primer. Even if you have no previous programming experience, you can have confidence in the fact that you'll be able to build well constructed web and Windows applications of your own once you have finished reading this book.


	What you'll learn

	
		Understand the fundamentals of the C# language’s syntax and grammar and use it to create Web and Windows applications.
	
		What object oriented programming is and how it is used in the .NET 4 Framework to save you time and increase the language’s flexibility.
	
		Connect to a wide range of data sources and incorporate their information into your dynamic applications.
	
		Understand the key time and effort saving features of C# such as generics, lambda expressions, and delegates.
	
		Discover the huge array of supporting technologies that .NET 4 provides such as the Windows Presentation Foundation, LINQ, Parallel Programming, ASP.NET, Silverlight and Web Services.



	Who this book is for


	This book is ideal for anyone who is interested in learning about Microsoft's Visual C# 2010 language. Whether you have no previous coding experience or are bringing some existing skills with you from another programming language, this book will teach you everything you need to know to confidently create your own C# programs.
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Neoplasms of the Colon, Rectum, and Anus, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007

	Colorectal cancer is the second-leading cause of cancer-related death in the Western World. This Second Edition analyzes the genetics, mechanisms, and development of colorectal carcinoma and supplies the latest research and recommendations on the detection, treatment, and prevention of malignancies of the colon, rectum, and anus.
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HTML5 Solutions: Essential Techniques for HTML5 DevelopersFriends of Ed, 2011

	The development of Hypertext Markup Language stopped in 1999 with its final version, n.4, made by the
	World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Technology, however, has not stood still in the meantime: the W3C
	also worked on interesting projects such as the generic Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
	to XML, as well as on new markup...
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Secure Coding: Principles and PracticesO'Reilly, 2003
Despite their myriad manifestations and different targets,  nearly all attacks on computer systems have one fundamental  cause: the code used to run far too many systems today is  not secure. Flaws in its design, implementation, testing,  and operations allow attackers all-too-easy access.  Secure Coding: Principles &...
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A Word to the Wise: Traditional Advice and Old Country WaysDover Publications, 2019

	
		If you've ever wondered whether carrots improve your vision (they do) and why elephants have great memories, consult A Word to the Wise. You'll discover that it's never too late to learn from a proverb or an old wives' tale. This captivating book is a fascinating compilation of age-old expressions and...
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Programming Microsoft  Visual C#  2005: The LanguageMicrosoft Press, 2006
Get hands-on, expert guidance for developing with Visual C# 2005.

Get the essential, straightforward information you need to master the core  capabilities of Visual C# 2005. Both new and experienced developers get expert  guidance, hands-on programming instruction, and practical examples to help  advance their proficiency in developing...
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Cancer Pain: Assessment and ManagementCambridge University Press, 2009

	Drs. Eduardo D. Bruera and Russell K. Portenoy have completely revised and updated the widely respected Cancer Pain: Assessment and Management for the second edition of this unanimously praised book. This is a comprehensive, clinically oriented review of all aspects of the complex and multidimensional problem of cancer pain. The unique...
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